Follow The Action
Create an image sequence on your next shoot
Text & Photography By Tom Bol

Lighting Demystified
Mastering photographic lighting is
easier than you think and will open
up a world of possibilities
By David Schloss
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Hit The Trails
Think Small When Gearing Up For Summer Travel
By Mark Edward Harris

Pretty As A Picture
What to look for when shopping for a portrait lens for any camera,
any format and any budget
Text & Photography
By William Sawalich

Taking It All In
Landscape photographers need a
wide variety of lenses to capture
nature’s splendor
Text & Photography
By Brian Matash

Travel lenses
Confidently capture the world
with these great lenses
By Mark Edward Harris

"When you shoot in all conditions, you can’t leave anything to chance, including your choice of storage."

George Karbus
SanDisk Extreme Team

For almost 30 years SanDisk* has been engineering
high quality flash memory products that deliver speed
and reliability. That’s why we’re the memory card brand
most trusted by the pros.*

www.sandisk.com/home/memory-cards